
Group Presentation 
Workbook
Timetable and Workbook



The Educational Space

Working together:
• Learning from the teachers
• Learning from each other
• Learning from doing



Week 1
Date 10.00-12.00 13.00-15.00 + 15.00-16.00 [office hour]

Sun 17/7
Mon 18/7 Introductory lecture: What is Strategy?

[14.00-15.00} HS

Tues 19/7 The External Environment I: macro-environmental 
trends and how they impact business [PR]

The External Environment I/ contd. [PR]

Weds 20/7 The External Environment II: Competitive Strategy 
and gaining a competitive advantage [PR]

The External Environment II /contd.  [PR]

Thurs 21/7 The Internal Environment: Effective use of our 
resources and capabilities to implement strategy 
[PR]

The Internal Environment/ contd. [PR]

Fri 22/7 Corporate Strategy: How headquarters add value 
in a multi-business setting [PR]

Corporate Strategy/ contd. [PR]



Week 2

Date 10.00-12.00 13.00-15.00 + 15.00-16.00 [office hour]
Mon 25/7 Workplace cultures and organisational identity 

[NB]
Workplace cultures and organisational identity/ 
contd. [NB]

Tues 26/7 Strategic Decision making [NB] Strategic Decision making / contd. [NB]

Thurs 28/7 Getting your idea heard I: Developing skills in 
assertiveness, persuasion and overcoming bias 
(in oneself and the bias in others) [HS]

Getting your idea heard I/ contd. [HS]

Fri 29/7 Sustainability: Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) & Environmental, Social and Corporate 
Governance (ESG) [PR]

Sustainability/ contd. PR]



Week 3

Date 10.00-12.00 13.00-15.00 + 15.00-16.00 [office hour]
Mon 1/8 Geopolitical trends and their impact on 

international strategy [HS]

Tues 2/8 Leadership and Strategy & Why diversity matters 
[HS]

Strategy in a VUCA world (Volatile, Uncertain, 
Complex and Ambiguous) [HS}

Wed 3/8 Getting your idea heard II: Developing your 
negotiation skills [HS}

Getting your idea heard II/ contd. [HS}

Thurs 4/8 Revision [HS] Revision + Group Presentation [13.00-14.00 HS]

Fri 5/8 Exam [HS]



Group Presentation
As you go through the weeks, you will be given feedback on your work.
In week 3 you will be given formative feedback



Choose one of the companies below and following what has been learnt in the sessions produce a 15 minutes 
presentation and a 1000 word essay [details of what is expected will be found in the accompanying workbook below 
to help you structure your discussions and produce the presentation].

Zoom

Netflix

Alibaba

Jaguar Land Rover

Astra Zeneca

Nike

TikTok

If the group would like to choose their own company, please discuss with the module leader first.

Notes:

The group assignment is designed to help you integrate what you have learnt over the course of this Summer School in Strategic Management. It will 
help you –individually and as a group - to blend your knowledge and enable you to express the “feel” that you have for analysing and critiquing the 
business strategy of a company. 

Showing knowledge between group members is vital in both understanding the subject matter and developing a high functioning group.



Presentation: basics



Frameworks (Models & analytical tools) for Thinking

• Mind Maps

• Impact Wheels

• Why Diagrams

• Influence Diagrams

Futures Wheel | Practical Frameworks for Ethical Design | by Majid Behboudi | 
KlickUX | Medium

What is 5 Whys (Five Whys)? (techtarget.com)

Data and Decision Models — How to use influence diagrams in a Data Science 
Project? | by Angel Das | Towards Data Science

How To Make A Mind Map | MindMapping.com

https://medium.com/klickux/futures-wheel-practical-frameworks-for-ethical-design-e40e323b838a
https://www.techtarget.com/whatis/definition/5-Whys
https://towardsdatascience.com/data-and-decision-models-how-to-use-influence-diagrams-in-a-data-science-project-6f817be5430d
https://www.mindmapping.com/










Group Assignment Workbook: 
Week 1



Start with the Strategic Landscape

Question Frameworks and Concepts

What are the trends in the macro 
environment 

ESTEMPLE

What Industry is the company operating in? Porter’s 5 forces
Complementors
Value Net



This industry and the companies competitive 
strategy

Question Concepts and Frameworks

Who are the customers? Value to the customer

What is the company’s competitive strategy Porter’s Generic Competitive Strategies

Is there any sustainable competitive 
advantage

VRIO



How does HQ support the business?

Question Concepts and Frameworks

What is HQ’s growth strategy Organic
Strategic Alliances
M&A

How does HQ parent its strategic business units Parenting Advantage



Group Assignment Workbook 
Week 2



How does the company make the strategy 
work?

Question Concepts and Frameworks

Does the company culture enable the 
implementation of strategy or not?

Rules
Identity
Norms

How is strategy made in response to 
competitor moves?

Game Theory [and Other Games]
Level K-reasoning



Does Sustainability Matter to this company?

Question Concepts and Frameworks

What does the company say about its CSR 
credentials?

Triple Bottom Line

Why does sustainability matter to the company? UN Sustainable Development Goals
Social trends [ and customer value]



Group Assignment Workbook 
Week 3



What concerns are there for the company’s 
International Strategy?

Question Concepts and Frameworks

Which geopolitical events matter to the company’s 
international strategy Geopolitical trends?

Geopolitical trends + VUCA

What kind of employee is the company looking 
for?

Becoming a multi-cultural manager 
Young people and identities
Leadership
Diversity



Recommendations

Consider what the challenges are that your company is facing?
Once you have defined these you can provide recommendations, based on your earlier analysis.

End.
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